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A bstract

Community-owned Open Local IP Networks (COPLANs) are already successful and represent a
promising model for edge networks in many communites around the world. However, they have a
number of inherent issues.
The CONFINE consortum has developed Community-Lab, an open, distributed infrastructure
intended to support experimentally-driven research on COPLANs.
This document outlines the frst version of the CONFINE Project Exploitaton Plan. The
consortum's exploitaton principles and approach are established. In additon to a number of
generic exploitaton opportunites that have already been identfed, the inital plan outlines the
inital strategies of the respectve CONFINE partners to use CONFINE results in real-world
environment and to spread it to others within the respectve eco-systems of the partners.
At the tme of delivery the project is at the mid-way point of its life. This inital plan will be revised
over the course of the next two years, in order to deliver a more concrete plan in M48.
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Executve Summary
Community-owned Open Local IP Networks (COPLANs) are already successful and a promising
model for edge networks in many communites around the world. However, they have a number of
inherent issues. The CONFINE consortum has developed Community-Lab, an open, distributed
infrastructure intended to support experimentally-driven research on COPLANs.
This document (D5.8) outlines the draf CONFINE project exploitaton Plan. In additon to a
number of generic exploitaton opportunites that have already been identfed, the inital plan
outlines the inital strategies of the respectve CONFINE partners to use CONFINE results in realworld environment and to spread it to others within the respectve eco-systems of the partners.
At the tme of delivery the project is at the mid-way point of its life. This inital plan will be revised
over the course of the next two years, in order to deliver a more concrete plan in M48.
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1 . Introducton
1.1.

Project descripton

The main objectve of the CONFINE project is to complement the oferings of the FIRE
Experimental Facility by the development of a new facility - “Community-Lab”.
Community-Lab is an open, distributed infrastructure intended to support experimentally-driven
research on Community-owned Open Local IP Networks (COPLANs). It is designed to allow
experiments ranging from the link layer to routng, transport and applicaton layer, or even social
experiments.
The CONFINE project targets the exploraton and advancement of the community networking
model, towards providing the right quality of experience and sustainability of community networks
by looking at the social, technical, economic and legal implicatons.
Figure 1 below contains a high-level, graphical representaton of the testbed.

Figure 1: The CONFINE testbed
1.2.

Community-owned Open Local IP Networks (COPLANs)

COPLANs are already a successful and promising model for edge networks in many communites
around the world. Although there is a distnct lack of reliable statstcs as to the number of
operators, there are a number of COPLANs in the range of 500 to 20,000 nodes and links such as
FunkFeuer, AWMN, Guif.net among many others. Most of them are based on Wi-Fi technology
(adhoc networks or sector IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n access points for the frst hop, long-distance pointto-point Wi-Fi links for the trunk network) but also optcal fber links (stll more costly but with
more capacity). The Wikipedia artcle on wireless community networks 1 (August 2013) reports 145
networks across Europe.
1

htp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_wireless_community_networks_by_region
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1.2.1. I NHERENT CHARACTERISTICS OF COPLAN S
COPLANs share a number of inherent characteristcs, notably they:
•

are networks of truly “broadband” capacity i.e. where the bandwidth capacity is
determined by nothing other than the physical characteristcs of the deployed technologies
(network neutrality),

•

are dedicated to serving a local geographic community or locaton, ranging from a street or
business park through to a rural community or an entre city,

•

provide abundant low cost "open access" to connectvity on an end-to-end and
symmetrical basis throughout that community,

•

are public utlites in that it is available for use (on equal terms) by any party connected to it
within the community it serves: public and private; business and residental; service
provider and service consumer,

•

aford global connectvity (to the global Internet) through ofering open access to compete
with third party carriers/service providers,

•

do not diferentate between “content creators” and “content consumers” and their bits,

•

provide infrastructure which is open to all and it is owned and controlled independently of
any service or content which uses it,

•

are structured (fnancially and legally) and confgured with management and governance
measures and locks which serve the “common good” and assure that the main value and
beneft rests locally with users connected to it,

•

are funded largely by the private sector and market driven.

1.2.2. I SSUES WITH COPLAN S
However, their inherent characteristcs create a number of issues with COPLANs:
•

There is usually no central authority that is responsible for a precise network planning,
although ofen the community provides scripts for confguraton of new nodes,
coordinaton of IP address assignment, etc. There are no formal service level agreements
and services are ofered without guaranteed on a best efort basis. There is no centralized
customer service (but decentralized and open: provided by the community or by diverse
companies).

•

The network nodes are ofen inexpensive of the shelf equipment and the network
elements exhibit a high degree of heterogeneity in the hardware, sofware, and capacity.
The network infrastructure belongs to the user and is shared to build the network.

•

There may be a huge number of (low capacity) nodes actvely partcipatng in routng the
trafc (large scale) in contrast with few high capacity nodes of commercial backbones.

•

Very dynamic: the number of nodes may rapidly grow and change as new members join the
network, or when nodes overload or fail.

•

As a result, the frequently changing topology of the network, combined with its large size
and coupled with its heterogeneity and decentralized structure, break the assumptons of
many Internet protocols designed for a more stable and controlled network.
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1.3.

Purpose of the report

This document (D5.8) outlines the frst version of the CONFINE Project Exploitaton Plan, and is
scheduled for delivery in M24. At the tme of delivery the project is therefore at the mid-way point
of its life, and stll has the results of experiments from two open calls to digest. The fnal version
(D5.9) will be due at the end of the project (M48), consistent with Artcle II.4.2.b of the standard
EC Grant Agreement for FP7 projects.
The exploitaton strategy outlined in this report will therefore be revised and updated during the
remainder of the project lifetme based on the use cases, market needs, medium-and-long term
trends, and the partners' interests.
1.4.

Disseminaton

Exploitaton and Disseminaton are inexorably linked. S2.5 contains a brief discussion of
CONFINE’s disseminaton actvites. However, for the purpose of brevity and to avoid duplicaton,
this report (deliverable) deliberately excludes detailed analysis of the CONFINE project’s
disseminaton actvites and strategy. These have been covered in detail in Deliverables D5.2 and
D5.3, (delivered in months M6 and M12 respectvely) and more recently in Deliverable D5.4,
presented simultaneously with this report. Readers are therefore requested to read D5.8 in
conjuncton with the aforementoned reports.
1.5.

Standardizaton

A further means of exploitng the CONFINE project’s output is via its contributon to industry
standardizaton. This has been an ongoing area of actvity since the beginning of the project. S2.6
contains a brief discussion of the CONFINE project’s input into industry standardizaton. However,
readers requiring more detailed analysis of standardizaton actvites should refer to D5.2, D5.3 and
D5.4.
1.6.

Report structure

The analysis in this report is contained in four chapters.
Chapter one is this secton, containing an introducton to the CONFINE project, an introducton to
the research subject – COPLANs -, the statement of the purpose of the report and a brief
comment on standardizaton and disseminaton.
Chapter two contains the analysis of the exploitaton strategy, with a focus on the exploitaton
principles, together with the exploitaton approach.
Chapter three contains the exploitaton strategies of the respectve CONFINE partners – both for
the member COPLANs themselves, and the research insttutes.
Chapter four contains the report's conclusions.
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2 . CONFINE exploitaton strategy
2.1.

Exploitaton principles

Exploitaton is perhaps the key enabler for the project success. The primary exploitaton principle
will be alignment of research objectves with the goal of demonstratng the real-world value of
COPLANs as a key platorm within the future Internet.
As discussed in the exploitaton approach (s2.2), a key aspect that is fully coherent with this
mission statement is the process of identfcaton of expected results from early on in the project’s
lifecycle and the translaton of these results into exploitable assets. However, the consortum is
also aware of the potental for the exploitaton of emergent opportunites. The exact nature of this
process will naturally vary as the diferent tasks within the project are undertaken.
2.2.

Exploitaton approach

The consortum proposes to follow the approach outlined below to maximize the value of
CONFINE project exploitaton:
When: The consortum partners considered two approaches to the tming of identfying
exploitaton opportunites. The frst approach was to focus on exploitaton from the outset of the
project, and use it as a driver for research and innovaton. Inputs in all phases of the project could
therefor be focused on the identfcaton and defniton of the emergent exploitable assets. The
alternatve approach would be to postpone the identfcaton of such assets untl later in the
project lifecycle.
There are faws with both approaches. The later approach allows insufcient tme to analyse the
implicatons (impact, dependencies, etc.) of exploitng the identfed opportunity. However, at the
outset of the project there were a number of unknowns. Firstly, that the testbed was designed
from the ground up and in terms of deployment and operaton was unlikely to meet exactly the
consortum's expectatons. Furthermore, it was also acknowledged that the open calls represented
a further area of uncertainty. Untl approved – some tme into the project - the consortum could
not know the exact nature and outcomes of the experiments run via the open calls.
The result was the adopton of an arguably pragmatc approach. The consortum has atempted to
identfy exploitaton opportunites from the beginning of the project. The current standing of these
are discussed in sectons 2.4 and chapter 3. However, the frst open call is presentng some
interestng opportunites, and the signifcantly larger second open call will undoubtedly do
likewise. The consortum will therefore examine further exploitaton opportunites as they arise.
Further comment on the frst open call is contained in Deliverable D4.8, delivered simultaneously
with this report.
What: As outlined in s1.1, the CONFINE project's inital mission is the development of a new
testbed to support experimentally-driven research on Community-owned Open Local IP Networks
(COPLANs). Ultmately, the goal is to conduct research into COPLANs to support their existence as
a key platorm within the future internet.
From the genesis of the project, the CONFINE consortum identfed two key areas of exploitaton
of the research. Firstly, via the applicaton of research results on node design to build more
scalable, heterogeneous, dynamic open networks, able to cope with the Internet evoluton and
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growth. Secondly, the project has generated knowledge and experience in modelling and analysing
the performance and behaviour of the facility gained during the testbed operaton, the
enhancements and improvements of the sofware used in the testbed, the federaton mechanisms
to be introduced, and the Community-Lab testbed itself. This research should be directly
exploitable by the community network providers in order to improve the service management
provided to their users, and to facilitate the research community to contnue the collaboraton.
Who: The CONFINE consortum includes members from academia and research insttutes, but
also existng COPLANs operators. Clearly the project exists to conduct research. However, the
later group, as practtoners, are equally important since their close involvement in the project
should beneft them from insights gained into network design and operaton.
2.3.

Scientfc knowledge

The scientfc outcome of the CONFINE project is summarized by the defned deliverables, and
developed sofware.
2.3.1. P UBLICATIONS
Table 1 contains a list of the CONFINE project’s deliverables.
Table 1: CONFINE deliverables
ID

Due

Content

Status

D1.1

M12

First progress report (Year 1)

Complete

D1.2

M24

Second progress report (Year 2)

Complete

D1.3

M36

Third progress report (Year 3)

Due M36

D1.4

M48

Fourth progress report (Year 4)

Due M48

D1.5

M48

Final progress report

Due M48

D2.1

M12

Initial system software and services of the testbed

Complete

D2.2

M12

Initial software system for the testbed (nodes, services)

Complete

D2.3

M24

System enhancements (Year 2)

Complete

D2.4

M16

Testbed federation: scenarios, system requirements, interfaces, procedures

Complete

D2.5

M36

System enhancements (Year 3)

Due M36

D2.6

M24

Implementation of federation mechanisms for community networks

Complete

D2.7

M48

Software system for the testbed

Due M48

D2.8

M36

Federation of community networks

Due M36

D3.1

M12

Initial plan for operation of the community net testbedOperation and support guides of the testbed Complete

D3.2

M24

Initial management guide of the testbed

Complete

D3.3

M36

User and deployment guides (Year 3)

Due M36

D3.4

M48

Manangement guide for deployed testbed (Year 4)

Due M48

D4.1

M24

Experimental research on testbed for community networks (year 1)

Complete

D4.2

M36

Experimental research on testbed for community networks (year 2)

Due M36

D4.3

M36

Experimental research on testbed for community networks (year 3)

Due M36

D4.4

M48

Experimental research on testbed for community networks (year 4)

Due M48

D4.5

M12

Open call for experiments

Complete
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D4.6

M30

Results of frst batch of selected experiments

Due M30

D4.7

M42

Results of second batch of selected experiment

Due M42

D4.8

M24

Tools for experimental research (Year 2)

Complete

D4.9

M36

Tools for experimental research (Year 3)

Due M36

D4.1

M48

Tools for experimental research (Year 4)

Due M48

D5.1

M3

IT and knowledge management tool

Complete

D5.2

M6

Plans for dissemination, training, contribution to standards

Complete

D5.3

M12

Dissemination, training, standardization activities in year 1

Complete

D5.4

M24

Dissemination, training, standardization activities in year 2

Complete

D5.5

M36

Dissemination, training, standardization activities in year 3

Due M36

D5.6

M48

Dissemination, training, standardization activities in year 4

Due M48

D5.7

M48

Socio-technical-economic-legal evaluation and sustainability model

Due M48

D5.8

M24

Draft Exploitation Plan

Complete

D5.9

M48

Exploitation plan

Due M48

Many of the deliverables have/will result in a dedicated publication. These and other scientifc
publications are available from the CONFINE project website2
2.3.2. S OFTWARE
CONFINE-developed sofware is also publicly available from the CONFINE project website 3.
The CONFINE project's partners are commited to the creaton of sofware under the Open
Source/Free Sofware model, a proven means to contnue useful sofware beyond project
lifetmes.
2.3.3. O PEN DATA SETS
The partcipatng community networks and the research actvites have created data sets of
interest for the research community. Some data sets are generic, such as network graphs and
other open data published by community networks. Other data sets are used in specifc
publicatons that are made available to enable others to reproduce, verify, extend the results or
simply use them in other research actvites. These are published in the project open data
repository4.
2.4.

Generic exploitaton opportunites

This secton contains an overview of exploitaton opportunites in three areas – academia, node
systems and usage and management services.
2.4.1. A CADEMIC ACTIVITIES
The developed testbed and its operaton are exploitable results within academia from diferent
perspectves. From the perspectve of access to community networks, the Community-Lab testbed
closes the gap between community networks and academia. Usually, the movement of community
2
3
4

htp://confne-project.eu/publicatons/
Sofware repository: htp://redmine.confne-project.eu and documentaton: htp://wiki.confne-project.eu
htp://opendata.confne-project.eu
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networks is botom-up and not originated academically. Academia is therefore not well
represented there. This new “bridge” to community networks build by the project results opens
the opportunity for academia to bring community networks close to researchers and students. In
additon to the obvious value of the Community-Lab testbed for research, students can be involved
at diferent levels in research and development issues, and might fnd this applied feld of ICT
motvatng for their career. The usage and the opportunites of community networks might grow
due to the fact that academia will incorporate through technical subjects community network
knowledge into engineering studies and doctoral programmes, which will fnally make many more
young engineers and researchers aware of these ICT infrastructures. Finally it should be stated
that community networks could ofer a currently mostly unexplored potental for new business
opportunites, partcularly for SMEs, and opportunites to work in high-qualifed jobs. Summarizing
we can say that the exploitaton opportunity for academia is including community networks into
the educaton of their students in the engineering and research training levels.
2.4.2. N ODE SYSTEMS
If the node system is considered from a broader perspectve, it can be observed that while the
node system has been developed following the requirements of Community-Lab nodes, it has
obtained propertes that are interestng also for other applicatons.
1) Self-management capabilites were developed to address the need for un-atended
updates. Among these self-management capacites we menton being able to safe update and
carry out data preserving updates. Self-management is important for many other applicatons and
the approach used in the node system could open new opportunites.
2) Functonalites that were up to now mainly done by high-end machines have been
brought into low-end devices. The proof-of-concept of the node system for the partcular
applicaton of a testbed node can easily inspire seeing such nodes being used for other purposes.
While not as tny as devices of the IoT, the devices used for the node system have shown that it is
possible to downsize the requirements on hardware for certain applicatons. The concept of
experiments associated to slices, a set of virtualized computers and networks, can be applied to
build community clouds and provide scalable and adaptve services, equivalent to long-running
experiments. The opportunity for exploitaton is therefore in the potental for achieving energysavings for certain applicatons for which up to now high-end machines were used. The node
system, with the given evidence of an existng prototype, will allow to raise interest in considering
the node system framework for other applicatons: both existng ones that could run now on
smaller hardware and new ones that up to now could not been enabled due to energy
consumpton constraints.
2.4.3. U SAGE AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES
The Community-Lab testbed management is a unique experience world-wide. While there are
many other testbeds which have management services, the conditons of how Community-Lab
integrates into community networks are diferent to the other testbeds. There is therefore a clear
opportunity to share the developed Community-Lab management services and the gained
management experience with the community networks to evaluate the applicability of these
Community-Lab's services for community networks, as well or considering the merging of
components. The federaton of Community-Lab testbed nodes among diferent community
networks has implied the technical evaluaton of a number of networking technologies. The
experience gained with Community-Lab's usage and management services could allow community
networks to build upon it and achieve diferent levels of federaton among them. Federaton will
increase the community networks' reach in terms of people and services, which as a consequence
Version 1.0 – 18/09/2013
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will increase their usefulness. In fact, these services can be the basis to support community clouds,
where experiments are replaced by services, and resources can be contributed by a myriad of tny
resource providers. The usefulness of community networks for a signifcant number of people is
crucial for the long-term sustainability of community networks. We see therefore as one of the
important potental exploitaton possibility of Community-Lab's usage and management services
helping to unify community network infrastructures, bringing thus more people, a critcal mass of
people, together.
2.5.

Disseminaton

The CONFINE consortum has undertaken a number of disseminaton actvites to date, and will
contnue to do so over the next two years of the project. The key ones have been:
•

Development of website and public wiki

•

Establishment of Social media presence (Linkedin)

•

Producton of Leafet and Poster

•

Producton of Press release

•

Numerous general journal and magazine artcles and scientfc papers

•

TV & Print media coverage

•

Public demonstratons on academic conferences and community events

•

Event organizaton promotng CONFINE (mainly the CNBuB scientfc workshop, the
IW4CWN community conference, and the Batlemesh workshop, and other specifc socioeconomic events)

The key point is that numerous actvites have been, and will contnue to be undertaken, with
diferent stakeholder groups being targeted.
A more detailed analysis of the disseminaton actvites conducted to date is contained in D5.3
delivered at M12 and D5.4 delivered simultaneously with this report. To avoid repetton, this
analysis is not reproduced here. Readers are directed to these documents.
2.6.

Standardizaton

A further means of exploitng the CONFINE project's output is via it's contributon to industry
standardizaton – these actvites are contained in T5.4 of WP5 and reported at M24 in D5.4.
Further detail on this topic is contained in S3.7.
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3 . CONFINE partners individual exploitaton strategies
This secton contains the exploitaton strategies of the individual CONFINE partners, together with
a brief introducton to the respectve organisatons.
3.1.

AW M N

AWMN operates a COPLAN in Greece. In Athens it comprises 1213 backbone nodes (Sept, 2013)
and more than 2900 client nodes. It also expands outside the Atca region covering a geographical
area of 110 km from North to South and 85 km from West to East. Furthermore, the islands of
Aegina, Salamina and the regions surrounding Athens are connected to the network. AWMN is an
actve member of the Community-Lab testbed and several of its members partcipate in related
actvites.
3.2.

Funkfeuer

Funkfeuer Vienna, Austria is a registered non proft associaton, focusing on the research and the
advancement of community wireless networks. Funkfeuer started in 2003 as a Wi-Fi mesh
community network. The model of Funkfeuer is an open community network, where partcipants
are invited to join the network (and create a network node which can serve as intermediary hop
for further nodes) thereby also expanding the network. Since 2003 Funkfeuer managed to create a
wireless mesh network covering the whole city of Vienna and reaching far beyond untl the edge of
Bratslava. The network currently contains roughly 500 nodes on 240 roofs. FunkFeuer is an actve
member of the Community-Lab testbed and several of its members partcipate in related actvites.
3.3.

Guif.net

Guif.net is a free, open and neutral, mostly wireless telecommunicatons community network. It
started in Catalonia in 2004, with (Sep 2013) over 22,100 operatonal nodes, 23,300 links or 30,000
Km of links. The majority of these nodes are located in Catalonia but the network is growing in
other parts of Spain and world-wide. It is probably the largest wireless community network in the
world. The network is self-organized and operated by the users using unlicensed wireless links and
open optcal links.
The Community-Lab infrastructure allows to bring experiments into the Guif community network.
On the long-term, these experiments should be seen from a broader perspectve, from
experiments to the deployment of services and applicatons. Services and applicatons inside of
the community network that are so atractve to members that these applicatons are not sought
in the open Internet but in the community network, are one of the important goals stll not
satsfactorily achieved today, towards which Community-Lab will contribute. Community networks
as a collectve efort could extend the sharing of networking resources to computng and storage
resources, potentally applying Community-Lab technology. The exploitaton therefore consists in
building upon Community-Lab to expand the collectve experience of the community network to
other levels of resource sharing. This will ofer new applicaton areas to community networks.
Specifcally, the results of the collaboraton on experiments in mesh routng have an infuence in
the development of qMp.cat, the Guif.net mesh node distributon.
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3.4.

UPC

The Technical University of Catalonia is a university focused on engineering studies, with a large
campus focused on Informaton and Communicaton Technology with more than 5000 students
working on ICT related topics. It is located in Barcelona, Spain. The Department of Computer
Architecture (DAC) has more than 100 faculty and performs research on computer architecture,
super-computng, networking and distributed systems.
The partcipaton in the development of Community-Lab has brought UPC to be in a privileged
positon regarding community network research. The exploitaton consists then in allowing our
students to take advantage of this opportunity, by carrying out PhD thesis on community network
related research topics, and by developing and evaluatng solutons in Master and Bachelor thesis.
The educaton and knowledge our students will gain in community networks should enable them
to explore in their professional career additonal jobs and business opportunites in community
networks. The Community-Lab and the virtual (VCT) testbeds are being used in research and
training actvites at UPC, and these are key instruments for the Distributed Systems research
group at UPC.
Small technology companies (SMEs) with links to UPC, specifcally those in the area of networking
and cloud computng (either focused on community networks or in general services) can beneft
from the access to the testbed, the tools developed and the results of the project.
UPC is interested in creatng a long-term and open consortum to keep the Community-Lab and
VCT tools operatonal beyond the limits of the CONFINE project. Research funds can be
contributed to maintain this key infrastructure, hopefully with the collaboraton of other
organisatons.
3.5.

Pangea

Pangea is a private, independent non-proft organizaton founded in 1993 to promote the strategic
use of communicatons networks and Informaton and Communicaton technology (ICT) for
development and social justce and become a tool to help to meet the objectves of social groups,
organizatons and social movements in the local context. It is focused in promotng among social
movements and organizatons the values of sharing informaton, knowledge and technical
resources for an efectve and strategic use of ICT, especially the Internet, in a sustainable way that
respects and values diversity of culture and local and global society.
The experience of the Community-Lab testbed operaton is highly useful for Pangea. Though
Pangea itself as a non-proft organizaton is not pursuing a commercial exploitaton of this
experience, this experience could allow Pangea to be partner in the management of other
distributed infrastructures. Such a partnership could exist for instance in the sharing of tools with
other non-proft organizatons and helping partners of APC to build up similar infrastructures.
3.6.

iMinds

The mission of iMinds is to provide highly competent specialists in diferent aspects of broadband
technology and to carry out mult- disciplinary research for the Flemish business community and
the Flemish government. iMinds unites 20 research groups from diferent Flemish universites that
are complementary in expertse, excellent in their feld and have a traditon of co-operaton with
companies for result driven research.
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iMinds has sent a survey to diferent community networks around the world to compose a list of
community networks and their characteristcs. As such, iMinds wants to compare community
networks and wants to help share best practces. To complete this survey, iMinds will present
results from this survey during the Internatonal Summit for Community Wireless Networks 2013
in Berlin. iMinds intends to increase eforts to bridge the academic and community aspects of
CONFINE, to increase cooperaton and improve project outcomes. As an another example of this
bridging approach, iMinds also helps community networks share open data on their (technical)
network characteristcs. This way, outside researchers can study community networks and
community networks can learn from external research to improve their network. More details on
this open data approach can be found in the deliverables from WP4.
From a local perspectve, iMinds wants to work on promoton of community networks. Community
networks are not well known to the general public in Belgium, although networks like Wireless
Antwerpen and its local partner networks are fully operatonal. Therefore, iMinds wants to
disseminate knowledge about community networks on a local scale. This will primarily involve
increasing iMinds cooperaton with the local community network, by supportng interacton with
other community networks to exchange knowledge and best practces.
3.7.

Fraunhofer-F K I E

Fraunhofer Gesellschaf is the leading organizaton for insttutes of applied research in Europe,
undertaking contract research in behalf of industry, the service sector and the government. The
Fraunhofer Insttute for Communicaton, Informaton Processing and Ergonomics FKIE (former
FGAN) has embodied excellence in applied research in the feld of defence and security technology
for more than 50 years. It employs about 300 people at its locaton in Wachtberg close to Bonn.
Mobile ad hoc networks and wireless mesh networks are an important operatng area of the
Fraunhofer FKIE. The areas of applicaton include but are not limited to frst response and disaster
recovery, robust communicaton with autonomous systems, and sensor networks. The CONFINE
project is an important opportunity to increase competence and know-how in the area of ad hoc
routng protocols, wireless, and heterogeneous networks.
The OLSRv2 reference implementaton will allow various applicatons. Due to its modern,
extensible architecture, Fraunhofer will be able to use this OLSRv2 implementaton to ofer
tailored routng solutons for the areas described above also to commercial customers, without
loosing compliance to standards. The competence and experiences acquired by the research on
routng metrics for wireless and heterogeneous networks will further strengthen the corporate
portolio.
Radio to router communicaton protocols like DLEP provide an interface between radios and
routers which is open to standardizaton. Diferent types of external radios from diferent vendors
can be coupled with a single router instance at the same tme, forming a heterogeneous mesh
network without loosing the ability to incorporate physical and link layer informaton into the
routng decision. Thus, the routng solutons from Fraunhofer FKIE will not be dependent on radio
devices from selected vendors. Here, the Fraunhofer FKIE can again beneft from its
standardizaton eforts in the CONFINE project.
The CONFINE testbed ofers a unique opportunity to conduct large scale experiment for
applicatons and communicaton protocols in wireless and heterogeneous environment. Besides
the benefts for further developments, the Fraunhofer FKIE will ofer internships to conduct
experiments within this testbed in cooperaton with a local University in order to recruit new
junior scientfc staf.
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3.8.

OPLAN Foundaton

The OPLAN Foundaton was formed in November 2004 as a not for proft organizaton dedicated
to 'opening minds to open networks'. It seeks to achieve its mission by developing and sharing
educatonal tools, informaton, experience and resources about the deployment of digital
technologies in Open Public Local Access Networks (OPLANs) and other community driven
networks – regardless of the technology employed.
The Foundaton is the leader of WP5 – Disseminaton, Training, Standardisaton and Concertaton.
It therefore has a somewhat individual role in the CONFINE consortum – it is not a network
operator, research insttute or academic insttuton. As stated above, it is an advocacy group
dedicated to promotng open-access communicatons networks.
Therefore, disseminaton of the CONFINE project's results is both a WP5 task, but also the
Foundaton's core functon. For the OPLAN Foundaton – disseminaton is therefore also a means
of exploitng the project's outcome. The Foundaton has a wide range of governmental links at
local, regional, natonal and supra-natonal levels. It will disseminate CONFINE project results to as
many of these as possible in co-ordinaton with other members of the project team, with the
expectaton that these actvites will lead to further disseminaton opportunites with new
contacts.
Furthermore, it has a direct relatonship with many community networks throughout the EU.
Through its own website and other means as they become available, it intends to disseminate the
results of the CONFINE project to as many of them as possible. The Foundaton will contnue to
ofer itself as a point of reference for emerging community-sponsored networks, seeking to
promote best practces to these new networks.
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4 . Conclusions
The inital CONFINE exploitaton plan provides diferent strategies by diferent partners to use
CONFINE results in real-world environment and to spread it to others within the respectve ecosystems of the partners.
This inital plan will be revised over the course of the next two years, in order that a more concrete
plan will be delivered in M48. This will be based on feedback from CONFINE project partners, the
results from the open calls and informaton collected from third-party organisatons.
Exploitaton and Disseminaton are inexorably inter-linked. The CONFINE exploitaton plan will
therefore operate in conjuncton with the disseminaton plan. This way informaton will fow to
and from external partes. This will help the CONFINE partners to tailor project outcomes and
results in order that they outlive the project itself. Furthermore, CONFINE partners will contnue
to identfy new groups and organisatons that could potentally be interested in CONFINE project
outcomes and determine any appropriate revisions required in order that these new groups best
exploit the project.
It is also necessary to keep regional, natonal and European agencies and policy-makers in the loop
to communicate CONFINE project results which may require new policies for deployment of
project results.
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